
Digital Marketing Resume Building Tips for Fresher’s  

Introduction:- 

Some people think that a resume is just a document for an 

interview call. It’s not true. Along with the interview call, it is 

necessary to sell your abilities, experience, efficiency, and 

achievements in front of your employer. It helps to introduce 

yourself to the employer and impress him/ her with your digital 

marketing skills. 

Hence a digital marketing resume is more valuable to get new 

jobs, new opportunities, interview calls as it presents yourself. 

From a bundle of resumes, the interviewer selects a suitable 

candidate from hundreds of crowds. So resume is the first step to 

enter into an organization. It gives the candidates an opportunity 

to talk face to face with respective recruiters. And when you are 

applying for Digital Marketing jobs, the recruiter expects more 

from your side  

Still, most of the candidates of Digital marketing neglect this 

point. There are thousands of resumes a Digital Marketing 

employer receives. You may probably get rejected if you 

haven’t put your resume format in sequential order or done some 

spelling mistakes! No recruiter will waste his/ her time reading 

the long paragraph or long job description. So, you have to make 

it simply effective and eye catchy. You need to be a very 

specific format 
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If you going through this situation, about the making of a proper 

resume for your Digital Marketing Interview. Here, I have listed 

some tips to avoid making common mistakes in Digital 

Marketing resumes.  

1. Keep It Clean, Simple and Up to the Point:- 

Your digital marketing resume must be easy to understand so 

make it simple clean and up to the point. It should be small, 

simple, effective and professional. Do not write too many things 

in the resume. Digital Marketing CV helps you to present as the 

best Digital Marketer. So, here are a few points for you to 

improve the formatting of your digital marketing executive 

resume.  

• Make sure that the overall font type is ok and clean. 

• Highlight your introduction, your experience, digital marketing 

training, and your skills sets in the CV. 

• Avoid lengthy paragraph or messy design elements as it       

distracts the reader. 

• Use bullet points  

• Use bold Headings 

 

 



2.  Do Check Spellings & Grammar:- 

There should be no grammatical mistakes and spelling errors in 

your resume. Wrong spellings in digital marketing CV puts a 

very bad impression on the interviewer as digital marketing 

solely depends on content marketing and you can’t afford it to 

make your digital marketing career. Spellings must be correct 

and your grammar should be well maintained.  Use clear 

sentences so that your message can be conveyed immediately. 
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3. Write Your Objective for Job:- 

Your purpose statement or objective is a must in your Digital 

marketing CV. don’t just copy and paste it from other resumes. 

Try to make your own personal objective for a digital marketing 

job; it is not tough for a Digital Marketer as well. It may be your 

first best impression on the recruiter.  

4. Build a Good Online Presence:- 

As we know that Digital Marketing is all about representing the 

product or service. Many of the enterprise or digital marketing 

companies believe that if you can’t market yourself unless you 

didn’t build your online presence. 

5. Show Your Experience and Skills:- 

How one can believe that you are a good Google analyst/ 

Content writer/SMM /Digital Marketing Expert So while 

creating your digital marketing resume, it is important to 

mention your successful projects, working, and achievement in 

your previous organizations or training and internships as well. 

This will give a positive impact and provides benefits about your 

firm knowledge about digital marketing. 
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